
 
 

GEOGRAPHY LONG TERM OVERVIEW 2019-20 

 Autumn ‘In The Forest’ Spring ‘Oceans’ Summer ‘Heroes’ 
YEAR ONE As geographers, children will: 

-use simple observational skills to study the 
geography of their school (sense of place – 
where is it? Where does it fit in the area? 
The world?) (widening perspective of 
geographical knowledge-increasing circles) 
-use simple fieldwork skills to study the 
geography of the school grounds (e.g. 
collecting field data such as number of trees, 
exploring development of forest area, taking 
photos and annotating them, making 
rubbings, collecting things, making and 
following simple trails and maps) 
-understand and use the vocabulary of the 
key human and physical features in school 
grounds and local village 
 

As geographers, children will: 
-use world maps, atlases and globes to 
identify the United Kingdom and its place in 
the World. 
-identify characteristics of the four countries 
of the United Kingdom and know the capital 
cities of each one (smaller focus on England 
and London as this is revisited in Summer 
Term) 
-name and locate the UK’s surrounding seas 
on a world map and globe 
-name one of the world’s five oceans 
(Atlantic off Irish Sea) 
 
 
 

As geographers, children will: 
-identify characteristics of England with a 
particular focus on the capital city of 
London, linked to learning about the Great 
Fire in History 
-use aerial photographs and plan 
perspectives to recognise landmarks and 
basic human and physical features of Wirral  
-use simple fieldwork and observational 
skills to study the key human and physical 
features of a seaside area in Wirral  
-use geographical vocabulary confidently 
when exploring key features of Wirral 
-consider our role as humans in preserving 
physical features by discussing 
environmental change  
 

VOCABULARY Overchurch, Upton, Wirral, North West, 
England, village, town, city, grounds, human 
features (school, church, house, factory, 
farm, shop) physical features (forest, hill) 
 

map, atlas, globe, sea, ocean, United 
Kingdom, city, capital, river, world, Irish Sea, 
English Channel, North Sea, North Sea, 
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales, 
Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast 

London, capital, city, village, town, beach, 
coast, lighthouse, windmill, rural, urban, 
seaside, promenade, station, rescue, lifeboat 
 

ENHANCEMENTS Local History / Geography walk Birkenhead trip (Birkenhead Priory, 
transport museum, trip on ferry) 
 

Visits from local heroes (Hoylake lifeboat 
dog and local firefighter), beach clean 

 



 
 

GEOGRAPHY LONG TERM OVERVIEW 2019-20 

 Autumn ‘In The Forest’ Spring ‘Oceans’ Summer ‘Heroes’ 
YEAR TWO As geographers, children will: 

-ask and answer questions about the life of 
Sir David Attenborough and the reasons for 
the launch of his ship on Wirral 
-visit a local shipyard to celebrate the launch 
of a new polar vessel, learning about life as a 
polar scientist in Antarctica 
-name and locate the world’s seven 
continents and five oceans 
-identify seasonal and daily weather 
patterns in the United Kingdom and 
compare to Antarctica 
-identify hot and cold areas of the world in 
relation to the Equator and North/South 
Poles 
-use world maps, atlases and globes to 
identify Antarctica 
 

As geographers, children will: 
-revisit prior learning about the continent of 
Antarctica and name/locate oceans and 
continents of the world on world maps, 
atlases and globes 
-understand geographical similarities and 
differences through studying the human and 
physical geography of Wirral in contrast to a 
small area of a non European country (each 
Y2 class study a country in a different 
continent) 
-use geographical vocabulary accurately to 
describe key human and physical features of 
their own area and those of the country 
studied 
 
 

As geographers, children will: 
-Use aerial photographs and plan 
perspectives to recognise landmarks and 
basic human and physical features of local 
Warwick Park 
-Use simple compass directions and 
locational/directional language to describe 
the location of features and routes on a map 
of the park 
-devise a simple map in role as ‘local heroes’ 
protecting their park environment 
-use and construct basic map symbols in a 
key 
 
 
 

VOCABULARY polar, North Pole, South Pole, equator, 
weather, seasons, scientist, continent, 
ocean, atlas, globe, vessel, submarine, 
launch, naturalist, Sir David Attenborough, 
research, Antarctica 

Antarctica, Europe, North America, South 
America, Oceania, Africa, Australia, Pacific, 
Indian, Southern, Arctic, Atlantic 
 

aerial, plan, human, physical, Warwick Park, 
North, South, East, West, route, map, 
environment, symbols, landmarks, 
directions, location, key 
 

ENHANCEMENTS Trip to Cammell Laird Shipyard for ‘Ice 
Worlds’ festival to celebrate the naming of 
RRS Sir David Attenborough 
 

Trip to Maritime Museum in Liverpool to see 
the Titanic exhibition 

Visit to Warwick Park to act as ‘park 
rangers’, improving the environment 
Visits from local heroes (e.g. firefighter to 
aid Great Fire of London work) 

 


